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Topic: Awards (Read 3,905 times)

arcam
9 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 2,049/7.46 per day

Respect: 50

Re: Awards
« Reply #270 on Today at 1:00 »

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Re: Awards
« Reply #271 on Today at 1:00 »

Today at 0:49, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:46, rudeboyrupert wrote:

the questions remain, no matter who is asking them. i think as a long standing and mostly helpful forum member
i am entitled to ask questions about the actions of two of it's members. i don't see the harm in that.

this is starting to look like you are usurping mark's project dan, the more you dig in and refuse to allow him
complete control  of his idea, the more it looks like you are trying to muscle in, it does from where i'm sitting.

i'm saying all  this to you as a member of the forum, not as admin.
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Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Your talking about having someone have complete control   I have always got the impression thats a thing you would fight

against 

when it's opion based dan yes but this is a personal project we are talking about with only one
aspect being inclusive - the voting. i'm not saying fpr go and lock himself away, we all vote and
that be that but i think because he had such a clear vision then it is counter-productive to
muddy the waters by having the decision making a joint process.
i think if fpr retained his final say status and felt he was totally in control then he would actively
go and source input from yourself, the forum and beyond, afterall that is what he has done this
year. this whole business with kind of mixed ownership just makes the final say that bit too
ambiguous.

you get the final say on the forum which is quite right but you must also take the flak
sometimes that comes with being stuck in the middle. you have the mods to help you take the
blame/credit etc, put mark in where you are in his wards structure and i'm sure he would
require a similar back up support system but there has to be only one in ultimate charge. 
do you see what i mean? i know your enthusiam makes you want to help but you must also let
go a bit and put your faith in him, it does mean though that by doing so you are excluded. this
whole ownership thing sends out the wrong messages.

i know of a forum that shut down and had to re-register beacuse there was a problem whereby
the administrator of the forum didn't own the domain name and it compromised his running of
it. i don;t suspect for a minute that that will happen here but there is always the possibilty that
it could.
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #272 on Today at 1:00 »

"FPR created the awards forum concept. The name is the least important part of it."

Spot on! 

Awards as part of the forum.
If the name is so unimportant why are you making such a fuss about it?
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brenclan
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Nov 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 36/1.03 per day
Respect: 4

Re: Awards
« Reply #273 on Today at 1:01 »

Talk about separate awards / awards transferring to other sites really misses the point. The
awards were conjured up by Fins on this forum and should be allowed to grow into a separate
entity that enables people on all forums to vote for the winners. 

We should all feel proud for anything that has grown out of this forum. And we will all be part of
it as it grows. Why can't we all push what is such a great idea and make it stronger rather than
seek to copy and devalue it and in the process alienate so many members?

<edit> Just to clarify.. the Urban Arts Awards should still be one as organised by Fins to
represent this forum and all other forums / individuals. We all need to get behind this brillant
idea and make it grow.

« Last Edit: Today at 1:10 by brenclan » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #274 on Today at 1:02 »

Today at 0:58, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:52, corblimeylimey wrote:
Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new' event elsewhere,
knowing that due to the size of this forum (and the other separate artist forums under your control) that the main
event stays here?
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Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and run an
independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and artists and blogs etc all
putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship
money or expertise.

I and Im sure most other members on here felt that the awards was part of the forums, it could not have taken place without
this forum being behind it. If Fins feels that he wants to run it totally independent from here then thats fine, its his decision. For
the sake of the other 5,700 odd people on here the UrbanArtAwards will continue as part of the forums.

I think you will find that originally FPR had no intention of creating the awards independently
next year, as he wants them to be forum related as much as they originally were. But since he
has had his own concept stolen from his grasp, then the idea of becoming independent to make
the awards totally unbiased was forced on him.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

manty
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Aug 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 666/5.33 per day
Respect: 44

Re: Awards
« Reply #275 on Today at 1:04 »

My 2p worth

I thought it was a forum awards with some members organising it

Guess i got that wrong huh 

« Last Edit: Today at 1:04 by manty » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

http://www.flickr.com/photos/manty/

fasteddie
3 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Aug 2007
Posts: 112/0.9 per day

Respect: 8

Re: Awards
« Reply #276 on Today at 1:04 »   

Talk about digging ones own grave.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #277 on Today at 1:05 »

Today at 0:58, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:52, corblimeylimey wrote:
Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new' event elsewhere,
knowing that due to the size of this forum (and the other separate artist forums under your control) that the main
event stays here?

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and run an
independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and artists and blogs etc all
putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship
money or expertise.

I and Im sure most other members on here felt that the awards was part of the forums, it could not have taken place without
this forum being behind it. If Fins feels that he wants to run it totally independent from here then thats fine, its his decision. For
the sake of the other 5,700 odd people on here the UrbanArtAwards will continue as part of the forums.

look up the word usurp. if mark was in complete control he couldn't have been usurped and
would have no need to look at alternative ventures, i feel his hand has been forced somewhat.
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would you give mark the name, and let him do with it as he sees fit, the same way you'd like to
be treated?
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corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #278 on Today at 1:05 »

Today at 0:58, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:52, corblimeylimey wrote:
Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new' event elsewhere,
knowing that due to the size of this forum (and the other separate artist forums under your control) that the main
event stays here?

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and run an
independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and artists and blogs etc all
putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship
money or expertise.

I and Im sure most other members on here felt that the awards was part of the forums, it could not have taken place without
this forum being behind it. If Fins feels that he wants to run it totally independent from here then thats fine, its his decision. For
the sake of the other 5,700 odd people on here the UrbanArtAwards will continue as part of the forums.

O.K. that's got to the bottom of it.

I can understand why he's upset, being told he can bugger off and do something else on his own
with his own name and not much chance of success because it's going to be undermined by the
awards going on here in competition.

As I've already said I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his
idea (and name) and run an independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK
and galleries and artists and blogs etc all putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event
with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship money or expertise.

That would allow the 5700 members here, plus all those that aren't members here to make a
real event, not just this forums event, it'll be better for the whole scene.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

slacker
5 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 511/2.77 per day

Respect: 8

Re: Awards
« Reply #279 on Today at 1:06 »

Today at 0:58, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:52, corblimeylimey wrote:
Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new' event elsewhere,
knowing that due to the size of this forum (and the other separate artist forums under your control) that the main
event stays here?

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and run an
independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and artists and blogs etc all
putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship
money or expertise.

I and Im sure most other members on here felt that the awards was part of the forums, it could not have taken place without
this forum being behind it. If Fins feels that he wants to run it totally independent from here then thats fine, its his decision. For
the sake of the other 5,700 odd people on here the UrbanArtAwards will continue as part of the forums.

best newcomer was the award with the most votes... 286

it would seem that the majority of the 5,700 members don't give a f**k.
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carlito
9 Star Member Re: Awards

« Reply #280 on Today at 1:06 »
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member is online

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,791/11.4 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130

« Reply #280 on Today at 1:06 »

so let me get this straight..next year there will a Banksy Forum Awards called the urban art
awards and a separate awards run by FPR? .. surely one is stealing from the other and in that
process devaluing it? I really don't get the need for 2 separate awards
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someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #281 on Today at 1:07 »

Today at 1:00, 0 wrote:
"FPR created the awards forum concept. The name is the least important part of it."

Spot on! 

Awards as part of the forum.
If the name is so unimportant why are you making such a fuss about it?

Are you still avoiding answering why you denied co-registering the name? I wonder why.

And for your information, the name is the figurehead, hence why FPR wanted to feel like he was
working equally towards the end product.

I think its incredibly poor form if you avoid answering this question, as far as I am concerned, it
all boils down to that point and your machevalian reasoning behind not wanting to share.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #282 on Today at 1:07 »

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists
and Galleries  If you feel I have not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place
for you  I just run it the way I thinks best  I dont force people to join here! they must do it
coz they like it. If I own the domain name UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of
the forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really see that you can question my the
ideals of what I do when you take a look at my track record. Do you think I have flipped and
are now trying to destroy all the good that has come from these forums? or is it more likely that
Im protecting things for its members 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #283 on Today at 1:08 »

Today at 1:04, fasteddie wrote:
Talk about digging ones own grave.

True. If the issues behind intellectual and actual ownership aren't resolved it could open a whole
can of worms. Its fine by me because it means more people for my UrbanRetardsAwards. I've
registered the domain and nominations will be announced over the forthcoming weeks.
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Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

registered the domain and nominations will be announced over the forthcoming weeks.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

talk to mike hunt

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #284 on Today at 1:09 »

Today at 1:07, crackawacka wrote:

Today at 1:00, 0 wrote:
"FPR created the awards forum concept. The name is the least important part of it."

Spot on! 

Awards as part of the forum.
If the name is so unimportant why are you making such a fuss about it?

Are you still avoiding answering why you denied co-registering the name? I wonder why.

And for your information, the name is the figurehead, hence why FPR wanted to feel like he was working equally towards the
end product.

I think its incredibly poor form if you avoid answering this question, as far as I am concerned, it all  boils down to that point and
your machevalian reasoning behind not wanting to share.

 Can you tell me the point of co registering the name? coz then I might be able to give you
an answer

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #285 on Today at 1:11 »

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If you feel I have

not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I thinks best  I dont force people
to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the
forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a
look at my track record. Do you think I have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these

forums? or is it more likely that Im protecting things for its members 

once again avoided the question of co-ownership.

you're valued 5700 member are reading this. don't you think they would appreciate a simple
explanation?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

paulypaul
4 Star Member

member is online

Joined: May 2007
Posts: 474/2.21 per day

Location: t'internet

Re: Awards
« Reply #286 on Today at 1:12 »

Today at 1:08, mike hunt wrote:

Today at 1:04, fasteddie wrote:
Talk about digging ones own grave.

True. If the issues behind intellectual and actual ownership aren't resolved it could open a whole can of worms. Its fine by me
because it means more people for my UrbanRetardsAwards. I've registered the domain and nominations will be announced
over the forthcoming weeks.

However, it looks like the evening of the UrbanRetardsAwards will clash with the
UrbaneArtAwards. So, those with a dinner jacket come to mine, those with a strait jacket go to
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Location: t'internet
Respect: 8 the other...

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Oh! You took respect from me! Oooh - it hurts SOOO much...Nah, not really, couldn't give 2 f u c k s...

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #287 on Today at 1:15 »

Lets just make some things clear for a minute.

You cant own the rights to the idea of an art awards.
A person that came up with a name, and owns the domain for it has the right to use it.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #288 on Today at 1:15 »

Today at 1:11, crackawacka wrote:

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If

you feel I have not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I

thinks best  I dont force people to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name
UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really
see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a look at my track record. Do you think I
have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these forums? or is it more likely that

Im protecting things for its members 

once again avoided the question of co-ownership.

you're valued 5700 member are reading this. don't you think they would appreciate a simple explanation?

What question? 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #289 on Today at 1:16 »

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If you feel I have

not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I thinks best  I dont force people
to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the
forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a
look at my track record. Do you think I have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these

forums? or is it more likely that Im protecting things for its members 

but dan ignoring your sentiments can you not see that mark has been pushed out of something
he worked his arse off on for four months and now, purely because you think you know better
you're effectively saying 'i'll have that, thank you very much"?

i don't doubt you want to look after your forums, i just feel that this has been very underhand
and you will not even give mark a fair crack to go free and run with his idea! if you want to
survey the forum fine, but do it off your own back and stop hiding behind that poxy name. 
start afresh and if it is a success no one can accuse you of muscling in. the way it looks, you
are profiteering from the success of an event mark created, cultivated and presented. 

regardless of the time of year it leaves a horrible taste in the mouth, i thought a lot more of you
than to stoop that low dan, i really did.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #290 on Today at 1:17 »

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If you feel I have

not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I thinks best  I dont force people
to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the
forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a
look at my track record. Do you think I have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these

forums? or is it more likely that Im protecting things for its members 

I'm not arguing about the quality or the way the forums are run, or saying you've flipped and
want to destroy it all, I haven't said anything of the sort.

I know what would be the best for the awards, you don't want that to happen, and I can only
think it has nothing to do with protecting members but everything to do with keeping control of
it, which is a shame, as it was FPR's idea in the first place and a larger wider awards will benefit
the whole scene and therefore this forum too.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

Jef Aerosol
Artist

member is online

"Spray it Loud!"

 

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 427
Location: Lille (France)

Respect: 90

Re: Awards
« Reply #291 on Today at 1:18 »

I typed "wall k andy" in another thread and the word was actually transformed into "wall..." : I
just don't understand how another forum can be censored ! Is there competition between forums
who deal with the same passion for street art ? I just can't believe it ! 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

www.flickr.com/photos/jefaerosol
www.flickr.com/groups/jefaerosol
www.myspace.com/jefaerosol
http://jefaerosol.free.fr

corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #292 on Today at 1:20 »

Today at 1:18, Jef Aerosol wrote:
I typed "wall k andy" in another thread and the word was actually transformed into "wall..." : I just don't understand how another
forum can be censored ! Is there competition between forums who deal with the same passion for street art ? I just can't
believe it ! 

It is stupid isn't it, just type WK, everyone knows what it means.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/
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Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

« Reply #293 on Today at 1:21 »

Today at 1:16, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If

you feel I have not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I

thinks best  I dont force people to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name
UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really
see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a look at my track record. Do you think I
have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these forums? or is it more likely that

Im protecting things for its members 

but dan ignoring your sentiments can you not see that mark has been pushed out of something he worked his arse off on for
four months and now, purely because you think you know better you're effectively saying 'i'll have that, thank you very much"?

i don't doubt you want to look after your forums, i just feel that this has been very underhand and you will not even give mark
a fair crack to go free and run with his idea! if you want to survey the forum fine, but do it off your own back and stop hiding
behind that poxy name. 
start afresh and if it is a success no one can accuse you of muscling in. the way it looks, you are profiteering from the success
of an event mark created, cultivated and presented. 

regardless of the time of year it leaves a horrible taste in the mouth, i thought a lot more of you than to stoop that low dan, i
really did.

oh come on!  your just being silly now  your just trying to push and push until you get your
own way  I was hoping that a few of you would have realized that those sort of tactics dont
work on me. The forum has not got to this stage by me being pushed around to suit individuals
personal needs and views.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #294 on Today at 1:21 »

Today at 1:18, Jef Aerosol wrote:
I typed "wall k andy" in another thread and the word was actually transformed into "wall..." : I just don't understand how another
forum can be censored ! Is there competition between forums who deal with the same passion for street art ? I just can't
believe it ! 

Maybe this world is just as cynical as the real world? The only freedom is in the actual art.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

talk to mike hunt

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #295 on Today at 1:21 »

Today at 1:15, 0 wrote:
Lets just make some things clear for a minute.

You cant own the rights to the idea of an art awards.
A person that came up with a name, and owns the domain for it has the right to use it.

are you serious dan? you disgust me. a monkey could have done what you did, this is so out of
kilter with the spirit of the movement. if anyone could have come up with it then why didn't
they?
mark had the foresight, inspiration, desire and conviction to bring this idea to fruition, are you
seriously saying that by coming up with a name and allowing your forum to host the voting then
it is your's and all the hard work means nothing?

have just a little humainty for your fellow members, seriously.
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carlito
9 Star Member Re: Awards
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9 Star Member

member is online

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,791/11.4 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130

Re: Awards
« Reply #296 on Today at 1:22 »

its not about personal views it's a simple matter of wrong and right

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #297 on Today at 1:23 »

Today at 1:09, 0 wrote:

Today at 1:07, crackawacka wrote:

Are you still avoiding answering why you denied co-registering the name? I wonder why.

And for your information, the name is the figurehead, hence why FPR wanted to feel like he was working equally
towards the end product.

I think its incredibly poor form if you avoid answering this question, as far as I am concerned, it all  boils down to
that point and your machevalian reasoning behind not wanting to share.

 Can you tell me the point of co registering the name? coz then I might be able to give you an answer

The point of co-registering the awards ceremony/name etc whatever you did, would be so that
FPR would feel that all his hard work was being out towards something that he had some
autonomy over. He's a very moralistic person, so clearly wants to make sure that if he is going
to put a lot of hard work into something that it goes along the lines that he adheres to morally,
or at least has a say in attempting that.

This forum was nothing more than a marketing tool for an idea that an individual person had.
Did you think if the idea Silky? No. But you marketed that idea. I don't need to go into a
counter arguement about intellectual property rights, but that is basically what FPR feels he has
had taken from him and as I have clearly said for all to read, you registered the name without
his consent - whilst supposedly working on what was now a 'joint effort' - and when you were
asked to make the registration a joint legal registration between you both, you OUTRIGHT
REFUSED.

Is that is incorrect, please correct me by all means.

I hope you may finally be able to give me an answer before I finish for the night. I have a
career to go to after all.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

0
Administrator

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #298 on Today at 1:23 »

Today at 1:17, corblimeylimey wrote:

Today at 1:07, 0 wrote:
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Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

As you know I started this forum and the 20 odd others for the good of the Members, Artists and Galleries  If

you feel I have not done a good job then maybe the forum is not the place for you  I just run it the way I

thinks best  I dont force people to join here! they must do it coz they like it. If I own the domain name
UrbanArtAwards its coz it will be used for the good of the forums and its members, as it should be. I cant really
see that you can question my the ideals of what I do when you take a look at my track record. Do you think I
have flipped and are now trying to destroy all  the good that has come from these forums? or is it more likely that

Im protecting things for its members 

I'm not arguing about the quality or the way the forums are run, or saying you've flipped and want to destroy it all, I haven't said
anything of the sort.

I know what would be the best for the awards, you don't want that to happen, and I can only think it has nothing to do with
protecting members but everything to do with keeping control  of it, which is a shame, as it was FPR's idea in the first place and
a larger wider awards will benefit  the whole scene and therefore this forum too.

I do want it to happen!  Im not stopping anything!  Fins want to do the awards away from
the forum, and I wish him well! what more do you want from me 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Jef Aerosol
Artist

member is online

"Spray it Loud!"

 

Joined: Sept 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 427
Location: Lille (France)

Respect: 90

Re: Awards
« Reply #299 on Today at 1:23 »

about those votes, as a new member, I don't know many names on here and i don't read all the
threads... So I thought the awards were organised by the forum. It's only when
FinsburyParkRanger sent me an email asking me for photos in case I'd win something (a few
days before the end of the votes) that I got to know his name. Then I told myself : the forum
is big and some members help Silky to organize things as it's very time-demanding etc... It's
only when this thread started that i understood that the idea of the awards was FPR's ! I
suppose that a lot of the members were like me...

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged
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